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Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Department of Energy's (DOE) Implementation Plan (IP) for Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 2004-2, Active Confinement Systems,
requires DOE to develop a methodology and issue guidance for systematically reviewing
and assessing the confinement ventilation systems for many of its defense nuclear
facilities. This guidance is deliverable 8.5.4, Safety Related Ventilation System
Evaluation Guidance and deliverable 8.7, Non Safety Related Ventilation System
Evaluation Guidance. These deliverables were due December 16, 2005 and December
15,2005, respectively. By letter to you dated December 15,2005, DOE indicated that
the deliverables would be combined into one document and be provided by January 31,
2006. Enclosed is that guidance document, Ventilation System Evaluation Guidance for
Safety-Related and Non-Safety-Related Systems.

We appreciate the involvement and input provided by your staff. If you or your staff
have any questions, please contact me at 301-903-0104.

~L~
I~ard Blait ~
Director
Office of Nuclear and Facility Safety
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FORWARD

1. This Department of Energy (DOE) guidance document has been approved for use by
the Department of Energy, including the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA), and its contractors. Any reference to a document (e.g., DOE standards,
orders, and guides) refers to the most current revision.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, and deletions) and any pertinent
data that may be of use in improving this document should be addressed to the
following:

Richard Black

Office of Nuclear & Facility Safety Policy.
EH-22, 270CC

U.S. Department of Energy

19901 Germantown Road

Germantown, MD 20874

Phone: (301) 903-0l04

Facsimile: (301) 903-6172

Email: Richard.Black@eh.doe.gov

3. This guidance document has been prepared in response to Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board Recommendation 2004-2, and the Department's corresponding
Implementation Plan for addressing the recommendation. It has not been evaluated
for use in applications other than for meeting Implementation Plan deliverables 8.5.4
and 8.7.
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1. Introduction

On December 7, 2004, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) issued
Recomn:endation 2004-2 to the Department of Energy (DOE). Recommendation 2004-2
noted concerns with the confinemen~ strategy utilized or planned for in several facilities
to confine radioactive materials during or following accidents. The Board's main issue is
that active confinement systems that rely on motive force and filters should be preferred
in the safety basis control selection process over passive confinement systems that use
facility structures and components (e.g., facility enclosure without the motive force). It
asserts ~I:at passive confinement systems may not be effective in all accident scenarios to
protect the public or collocated workers. The Board therefore recommended that DOE
disallow reliance on passive confinement systems unless they can be justified to provide
adequate protection under the circumstances. On At;.gust 22, 2005 DOE forwarded its
impleme::1tation plan (IP) for Recommendation 2004-2 to the Board. The Board accepted
the Department's IP on September 19,2005.

The DOE IP for Recommendation 2004-2 proposed a methodology for systematically
reviewing the ventilation systems at each of the sites. In accordance with the
Recommendation 2004-2 Exclusion Report (Deliverable 8.3), those defense nuclear
facilities that can be excluded from the analysis as a result of the nature of their
operations will be eliminated from further evaluation. For hazard category 3 defense
nuclear facilities with an ac~ive confinement ventilation system, a facility listing will be
prepared and submitted for site or field office review and approval (Deliverable 8.4) and
these facilities will also be excluded from further evaluation.

Remainir..g hazard category 2 and 3 facilities will complete a confinement ventilation
system evaluation, either a Safety-Related Ventilation System Evaluation (Deliverable
8.6.1) or a Non Safety-Related Ventilation System Evaluation (Deliverable 8.8. I). The
current plans will be to complete confinement ventila:ion system evaluations for two to
four facilities as pilot facilities, and once these are complete to validate the path forward
for the remaining hazard category 2 and 3 facilities.

The purpose of this docume!1t is to provide guidance ~o complete these evaluations,
which will be referred to as the Ventilation System Evaluation. This evaluation will
verify that the performance criteria identified for the ventilation system in the related
Documented Safety Analysis Reports (DSAs) are appropriate, and can be met. As part of
this assessment a determination will be made whether the installed system requires
modification or upgrade. In addition, the system evaluation will also reaffirm the
functional classification of the structures, systems, and components (SSCs) associated
with the confinement ventilation system. Safety significant (SS) and safety class (SC)
SSCs will be reviewed to determine if their designation was appropriate. Once the pilot
evaluations are complete, a determination will be made regarding the need to revise this
guidance document.

This document provides specific guidance regarding evaluations that will be performed
for system designs, gap identification, and the development of a gap resolution strategy to
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detennine the cost and benefit of addressing the identified gaps to perfonnance
expectations identified for Recommendation 2004-2. This methodology delineates the
issues to be reported and the format of the Ventilation System Evaluation. The review
criteria are based on the Department's existing regulatory infrastructure, requirements,
and methodologies established in 10 CFR Part 830, DOE Order 420.1B, DOE-STD-3009,
and related guidance documents. The Recommendation 2004-2 Core Team assembled a
subject matter expert group from various DOE sites and Program Secretarial Officers
(PSOs) to review the ventilation system design criteria, codes and standards contained in
DOE G 420.1-1, the DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook, and associated appropriate
DOE Standards. The subject matter expert group reviewed the ventilation system codes
and standards to understand and identify differences between those that would be derived
for a non-safety-related design versus a safety-related design. Based on this review, a
reasonable, workable list of generic ventilation system perfonnance and/or design
attributes was developed and is provided in this guidance document.

In addition to a set of performance and/or design attributes derived from current codes
and standards, a second subject matter expert group developed a methodology to evaluate
the costlbenefit considerations that are inherent in any DOE decision on potential system
upgrades that may enhance perfonnance. This group developed a costlbenefit analysis
process that can be utilized to aid in selecting proposed modifications to ventilation
systems, which is provided in this guidance document. The process can be used (where
warranted for complex decision-making situations) to ensure the focus will be on those
modifications to the active confinement ventilation system that are most likely to
significantly improve their safety performance. The Department held a workshop to
review the material developed by the subject matter expert groups to ensure the approach
developed for completing the facility-specific system evaluations and the costlbenefit
process represent workable approaches, and to finalize an adequate set ofperfonnance
and/or design attributes. This workshop was necessary to ensure that the approach
developed will avoid unnecessary repetition of DSA work and/or safety system
operability reviews, and focus on appropriate physical aspects of confinement ventilation
systems.
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2. Applicability

The development of a Safety-Related Ventilation System Evaluation is limited to facilities
that meet the following criteria:

• ~he facility/facility section was not excludec by the Site's Recommendation
2004-2 Exclusion Report submitted as required by Deliverable 8.3 of the
Department's IP for Board Recommendation 2004-2.

• For Hazard Category 2 m.:clear facilities, the facility/facility section has a safety
class or safety-significant active confinement ventilation system.

The development ofa Non-Safety-Related Ventilation System Evaluation is limited to
facilities that meet the following criteria:

• The fadlity/facility section was not excluded by the Site's Recommendation
2004-2 Exclusion Report submitted as required by Deliverable 8.3 ofthe
Department's IP for Board Recommendation 2004-2.

• For Hazard Category 2 nuclear facilities, the facility/facility section does not have
a safety-class or safety-significant act:ve confinement ventilation system.

• For Hazard Category 3 nuclear facilities, the facility does not have an active
confi~ement ventilation system.

Priority should be given to design and construction projects, including ongoing major
modifications of existing facilities.
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3. Ventilation System Evaluation Guidance

3.1 Overall Approach

As a result of numerous team discussions and workshops, an overall methodology was
developed to assist facilities in planning and performing the activities necessary to
develop a comprehensive Ventilation System Evaluation for safety-related or non-safety
related ventilation systems. These actions may not be necessary in all cases to adequately
complete the evaluation but should be considered. Conversely, facilities may choose to
implement additional project controls to expedite and monitor completion ofsystem
evaluation activities. Figure 3-1 Evaluation Process Flow Chart outlines the overall
approach to be followed for the preparation and analysis required to be addressed in the
Ventilation System Evaluation.

The evaluation process begins with a screening process to identify and remove from
further consideration hazard category 3 facilities with an active) confinement ventilation
system (CYS). These facilities are identified on a listing that is to be submitted for
Central Technical Authority (CTA) and PSG concurrence and approval.

Initial activities will include a compilation of various technical documents and drawings
to support the evaluation process, identification of system and subsystem boundaries,
designation of team members and required training, and system walk downs.

In accordance with the Recommendation and the Department's IP, the functional
classification and leak path factors associated with the CYS and support systems will be
reviewed by an independent review panel (IRP) separate from the system evaluation.

Then, utilizing the ventilation system performance criteria, a system evaluation is
performed. The approach for conducting the ventilation system evaluation is described
further in this document, but in general the intent is to evaluate performance gaps
between the existing system and the expected performance attributes defined either
through the DSA or Table 5-1 Ventilation System Performance Criteria. The
applicability and use of cost/benefit considerations for proposed modifications is also a
part of the system evaluation (See section 4.4 DSA Evaluation).

The results of the evaluation are documented in a facility-level report and issued to the
CTA and PSG for concurrence and approval.

I An active confmement ventilation system uses mechanical means (e.g, blower) to circulate air within, and
remove air from a building or building space through filtration. Refer to the DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning
Handbook
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I. Ifal any Ii:':::: Ih, ,valuatinn I"~"~"~,::"~,.process a PISA is believed to exist,
6.en the actions required to meet
10CFR830 must be taken. A

, dscussion and the results must be
bcluded in the Ventilation System

! Evaluation.

:,:!,,!,;. The facility's analysis and basis for
decision in the performance of the
evaluation should be fully described

~ in the report.
L __ _ __._.__ __ _.._ _ ..i.

IRP Review DSA

Collect safety, design,
and system information

Complete Data
Collection Table 4-3

IRP Review Table 4-3
and specify perf:lrmance
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No

Document
on Cat 3
Listing

Safety basis & Design Information
System walk downs
Operations, maintenance and test procedures

Bounding accidents, Functional classification
Doses, Functional Requirements
Performance Criteria
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HC2 SC CVS
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compensatory measures
addressed in report

Figure 3-1 Evaluation Process Flow Chart
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3.2 Backfit and Cost/Benefit Considerations

Both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and DOE develop and issue
requirements and regulations designed to ensure that effective implementation of the
requirements will result in adequate protection. Furthennore, NRC reactors and some
non-reactor facilities and DOE reactor and non-reactor facilities are assessed through
safety analyses processes to ensure that effective implementation of the requirements will
result in reasonable assurance of adequate protection. DOE has promulgated 10 CFR
Part 830, Nuclear Safety Management, Subpart B, Safety Basis Requirements, to establish
these regulatory requirements. The tenn backfit means the modification of, or addition
to, SSCs, or design ofa facility, or the procedures or organization required to design,
construct, or operate a facility, any ofwhich may result from a new or amended provision
in the DOE nuclear safety rule or the imposition of a DOE nuclear safety directive that is
either new or different from a previous DOE position.

The NRC backfit regulation IOCFRSO.I09 states:

Ifthere are two or more ways to achieve compliance with a license or the rules or
orders ofthe Commission, or with written licensee commitments, or there are two
or more ways to reach a level ofprotection which is adequate, then ordinarily the
applicant or licensee is free to choose the way which best suits its purposes.
However, should it be necessary or appropriate for the Commission to prescribe
a specific way to comply with its requirements or to achieve adequate protection,
then cost may be a factor in selecting the way, provided that the objective of
compliance or adequate protection is met.

Following approval of the safety basis and authorization of the facility/activity to begin
operation, a potential inadequacy in the safety analysis (PISA) could lead to the
determination that a safety analysis is either not bounding or is otherwise inadequate at a
DOE facility. This would trigger the Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) processes
developed to meet 10 CFR 830.203 and possibly a reexamination of the safety analysis.
If it is determined that the issue involves a PISA, contractors must place the facility in a
safe condition, notify DOE and perform an analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 830.203.

Board Recommendation 2004-2 questioned the adequacy of the assumptions in the safety
analysis for confinement ventilation systems at DOE facilities. In the IP for that
recommendation, DOE stated that active confinement ventilation systems can provide
added safety benefit and are normally the preferred alternative when a building
confinement safety function is needed to provide adequate protection to the public or to
collocated workers. The recommendation was accepted with the understanding that
screening criteria would be developed to exclude certain facilities and operations from
further review based on sound safety considerations. Facilities not excluded would be
reviewed to ensure that the selected confinement strategy is properly justified and
documented. Priority would be given to design and construction projects, including
ongoing major modifications of existing facilities.
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The detennination ofwhether the cost/bene::it process will be used will be based on the
following general considerations:

1. Whether a modification is necessary to bring a facility into compliance with
10 CFR Part 830, Nuclear Safety Management;

2. Whether a modification is necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a
previous and still valid commitment to DOE;

3. Whether a modification is necessary to address gaps that result from the system
evaluation against the ventilation system performance criteria described in
Sect~on 5 of this document.

If any of these detenninations are made, the cost/benefit process may be applied for cost
effectiveness purposes to detennine which backfit or other strategy is to be implemented
to address the gap. It should be recognized, ~10wever, that such determinations are not
always clear, and are likely to require considerable judgment in application.

For new nuclear facilities (or where major modifications require an updated safety basis)
DOE approval of the preliminary documented safety analysis (PDSA) should be based
on:

1. A detennination that the PDSA commits to the safety design criteria of DOE a
420.1B, Facility Safety, (or succeeding document) and

2. Demonstration that an active confinement ventilation system is chosen where
identified to be necessary in the hazard analysis.

As new facilities and major modification are designed and constructed concurrent
changes to the safety basis are expected and the detennination of adequate protection is
most fo:mally recognized when t1:e final safety basis is approved. In these cases it is
expected that an active confinement ventilation system is the preferred option, and its
design complies with the necessary design requirements consistent with its safety
designation and with DOE 0420.1B. The conclusion of the confinement ventilation
system evaluations should be evabated to determine in hindsight whether specific
upgrades identified are or are not necessary to comply with applicable DOE
requirements. The design status of the facility and the nature ofspecific upgrades will
affect the corresponding implementation cost estimate.

It is also recognized that there may be hazard category 2 nuclear facilities where the
confineoent ventilation system has not been designated as safety class or safety
significant. For these cases recogr:ition of where the project is in terms of the overall
design process is important. For facilities that have progressed past Critical Decision 3
(undergoing construction), changes to the design for the confinement ventilation system
will be difficult, as these facilities have an approved PDSA with an associated DOE
safety evaluation report. These cases will be treated the same as an existing facility. For
facilities t:'lat have progressed past Critical Decision 2 (undergoing final design) a
c.etennina'jon will be made by the CTAlPSO on a case-by-case basis regarding whether
cost/benefit process can be applied.
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4. Ventilation System Evaluation Guidance

4.1 Team Organization and Resources

Dedicated personnel with adequate resources and support are crucial. Depending upon
the site and the application of the exclusion criteria, there may be quite a few evaluations
to be performed. In order to ensure continuity, the Site or Field Office Manager should
consider the appointment of a Site Lead working with a Site Evaluation Team (SET).
The SET would utilize facility expertise, as needed, to complete the individual
evaluations. It is envisioned that both DOE, including National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA), and contractor personnel would jointly serve on the teams and
prepare the evaluations. .

It is expected that the Site Lead will be a DOE employee, with both contractor and DOE
personnel assisting in the evaluation(s). The Site Lead should have demonstrated
experience managing an evaluation effort, as well as the requisite understanding of
ventilation systems, safety basis and USQ processes, and facility processes. As a
minimum, the Site Lead should be assisted by an individual with broad expertise in
ventilation systems, and another with expertise in safety basis preparation and analysis
activities for the various types of defense nuclear facilities.

Ventilation System Subject Matter Expert

Safety Basis/Analyst Subject Matter Expert

In preparation for an individual facility evaluation the Site Lead should augment the SET
with additional facility personnel. As a minimum, the Facility Evaluation Team (FET)
should consider the following facility-specific expertise.

;~\r~~te7£~'ltl~~~tY;~V!1~~j1~~~r·',:
Site Lead

Ventilation System Subject Matter Expert

Safety Basis/Analyst Subject Matter Expert

Facility Ventilation Cognizant System Engineer

Facility Safety Basis/Analyst Subject Matter
Expert
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The Site Lead may enlist the services of others, such as operations specialists,
maintenance personnel, discipline engineers, etc., as required to support evaluation
efforts; however, it is not necessary to specifically add these personnel to the FET.

4.2 Initial Screening of Category 3 Facilities

Hazard category 3 nuclear facilities with an zctive CVS are not required to be evaluated
as part of the Department's IP for Recommendation 2004-2. As such, each site office or
program office shall prepare a lisjng of hazard category 3 facilities with an active CVS
and submit this listing for concurrence and approval by the PSO and CTA (Deliverable
8.4). The identification of the site's hazard category 3 nuclear facilities with an active
CVS (as defined in footnote 1 on page 4) should be completed and submitted for PSO
and CTA concurrence and approval.

••••••••••• 1: •••••••••

€. Start }......... . .

Document
on Cat3
Listing

4.3 Collect System (nformation

Once assembled, the SET and/or FET(s) should become familiar with several documents,
such as the Department's Reconur..endation 2004-2 IP and this guidance document, the
applicable DSAs and corresponding supporting safety evaluations, and other pertinent
information icientified by the leads. Depending upon several factors, such as the age of
the confinement systems, the amount ofdetailed technical information will vary.

.......•.............
••••••• Is facility •••••••

(" Cat 3 with ••:.-. ..-
••••• an ACVS? •••••.. .

__---..·-·..-···I-·..~-···o-··_ ......

Collect £afety, design,
and system information
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Personnel should collect and become familiar with system design documents, drawings,
physical layout, safety analyses, past reviews and evaluations of system performance,
modifications, operating and maintenance procedures, and DOE and industry standards
and directives pertaining to ventilation systems. Ensuring adequate preparation time
prior to commencing the evaluation should expedite the process and allow for better
results. When gathering infonnation the teams should do so with the objective of being
able to fully address the ventilation system perfonnance criteria identified in Table 5-1.

4.4 . DSA Evaluation

The DSA evaluation is the first critical step in the overall system evaluation process. It is
essential to understand how the confmement safety function has been relied on in the
hazard and accident analysis and what decisions have been made about the functional
classification of confinement ventilation systems. During the DSA evaluation phase, the
team identifies specific infonnation requested in Table 4-3, the Data Collection Table.
This is the first phase of the evaluation process and consists primarily of a review of the
DSA to collect information that will facilitate subsequent ventilation system evaluation,

.......................................,
~ Collect safety, design, E

~ and system infonnation :

;··················r·..···············i

Complete Data
Collection Table 4-3

Completing the Data Collection Table

A Recommendation 2004-2 working group developed a data table for SET and
FETs to utilize when compiling specific data from safety basis documents (see
Table 4-3). This table, referred to as the Data Collection Table, serves as a guide
for ensuring completeness and consistency tluoughout DOE during the
performance of the ventilation system evaluation. Table 4-3 should be filled out
using the DSA and other safety basis documents. Instructions for completing the
table follow (note that the numbers refer to specific column entries on Table 4-3):

1. The objective of this list is to summarize those accidents scenarios or events
that drive perfonnance requirements for the confinement system or strategy.
For listing of accidents, this refers to accident scenarios, and when several of
the same type (e.g., fires) exists, the bounding one of them encompassed
within a common confinement system or strategy. This should be found in
Chapter 3 of a STD-3009 DSA, or the equivalent if another 10 CFR 830
Subpart B DSA safe harbor method was used. Specifically, the information
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should be found in hazard analysis tables described in section 3.3.2.3 and
section 3.3.2.3.5 for (bounding) accident selection section.

2. For type of confinement, indicate which confinement strategy is used, active
or passive. Where p2Ssive confinement is used, provide the leak path factor
(LPF) that was used to evaluate its effectiveness. In an attachment to the
table, provide a description of the assumptions used in assessing effectiveness
and the analytical tool(s) used to calculate the LPF (e.g., MELeOR), if any
(e.g., qualitative).

3. For bounding unmitigated dose, report the dose calculated for purposes of
comparison to the Evaluation Guideline (EG) of 25 rem. Also provide dose
calculation results for collocated workers, if available. Confirm that the
methodology and assumptions/conditions ofDOE-STD-3009 Appendix A
we:e followed, or provide a description in an attachment of any alternate
methods and assumpfons/conditions that were used, including justifications
for any deviations. Provide the mitigated dose, if available, and identify the
basis for mitigation (e.g., filtration, decontamination factor, LPF, etc.)

4. Under confinement classification, identify the classification (SC, SS, or
defense in depth [DID], or other designation for a classification less than
safety significant). If the bounding unmitigated dose challenges the EG (i.e.,
is in the range of 1-25 rem) and the classification is not safety class, provide
the rationale/justification in an attachment for the lesser classification. If the
bounding unmitigated dose to the workers is documented as high (e.g., >100
rem committed effective dose equ:valent (CEDE) at 100 meters for the
collocated worker or prompt fatality, serious injury, or significant exposure to
an immediate worker), and the classification is not safety significant provide
the rationale/justification for the lesser classification.

It is important that the boundaries and classification of the ventilation and
support systems be fulLy described in an attachment. For example, a complete
understanding is important when only portions of the confinement system are
safe~y-related.
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Table 4-3 Data Collection Table
. .-

[c••.

. I .
Facility~- _ , .. ': .,

. ~,

Hazard Category ._'_ Performance.E;cpecti,lti6.ns

Compensatory
Measures'

Performance
Criteria?

Functional
Requirements'

!=unctlon
(see list)'

DID555C

Confinement Classlflcation4

Active Passive

Doses
Bounding

1----,.----; unmitlgated/l--_--.- ..--__--;
mitigated 3

Bounding Accidents 1 Type Conflnemene
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5. For functions, identify what function the confinement system is intended to
perform per the DSA, from the fcHowing list:

a. Confinement for public protection

b. Confinement for collocated worker protection

c. Exhaust of explosive mixtures

d. In-facility worker protection

e. Cooling

f. Habitability

g. Other (specify)

This information should be found in sections 4.3.x.l or 4.4.x.l of a DOE
STD-3009 DSA or their equivaler:ts for other DSA safe harbor
methodologies, for safety class and safety significant confmement systems,
respectively. For DID systems, the information can be deduced from the
hazards analyses where they were identified as hazard controls.

6. U:lder performance expectation(s), define the functional requirements under
which the confmement system is expected to provide its safety function. For
example, fire, explosion, seismic, etc. This information can be found in
sections 4.3.x.3 or 4.4.x.3 of a DOE-STD-3009 DSA or equivalents when
other DSA safe harbor methods are used, for safety class and safety
significant confinement systems. For DID systems, the information can be
deduced from the hazards analyses where they were identified as hazard
controls.

7. Under performance expectations, describe the performance criteria of the
confinement system to perform its safety f..mction when called upon, under the
conditions of the performance expectations in item 6, above. When the
evaluation reveals vulnerabilities (i.e., lack of assurance under certain
circumstances), describe those vulnerabilities. This information can be found
in sections 4.3.x.4 and 4.4.x.4 of a DOE-STD-3009 DSA or the equivalent
sections of an alternate DSA safe harbor method for safety class and safety
significant confinement systems. For DID confinement systems, list
environments that the confinement system has not been qualified to perform
unde~.

8. Under compensatory measures, for situations where the performance
evaluation reveals vulnerabilities, describe what alternate methods have been
identified to provide alternate methods of providing the safety function when
the confinement system cannot. These could include such things as defense
in-depth systems, administrative controls, etc. This information should be
able to be identified from t21e DOE-STD-3009 chapter 3 hazards analysis
tables for the accident scenario(s) requiring the confinement function, and
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possibly from the chapter 4 material describing the system evaluations (see
item 7).

While the overall focus is on collecting data that reflects the credited safety
functions in the confinement system, the Data Collection Table can also be used
to document other functional attributes for the confinement system that may
enhance system evaluation. This can be accomplished by includ.ing the attributes
in the performance expectation columns of Table 4-3 at the end, or a separate
table can be prepared that summarizes other confinement system functional
attributes that should be recognized to enhance system evaluation. For example,
the ventilation system may not be credited in the seismic analysis; however, the
system is a PC-2 design. This represents an enhanced element of the system's
functionality that may not be credited in certain bounding accidents.

Independent Review of Confinement Straiegies

The data collected from a facility's safety basis document (Table 4-3 and
supporting attachments) will be reviewed by the lRP. This review serves two
purposes:

I. To specify which set of requirements (SC, SS, or DID) should be used to
perform ventilation system evaluations; and

2. To identify facilities requiring a separate review. The determination of
those facilities that require a separate review will be based on the
considerations listed below in Table 4-4.

If determined to be necessary, the objectives of this separate review are to

I. Ensure that an appropriate confinement strategy is applied,

2. Validate that the functional classifications of the confinement systems are
appropriate, and

3. When a passive confinement strategy has been applied, independently
assess the appropriateness of the LPF used.

The IRP will be established by the 2004-2 Core Team with concurrence from the
appropriate PSG and CTA and will ensure a consistent approach is applied across
the complex while at the same time allow for unique characteristics and hazards
associated with individual facilities to be considered. The IRP membership will
consist of, at a minimum, a senior safety basis subject matter expert from each
PSG organization, a senior safety basis subject matter expert from EH, and an
independent LPF expert.
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.........................................
: :
: Complete Data :
: Collection Table 4-3 :. .
: ••••••• D •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;

IRP Review Table 4-3
and specify perfonnance

criteria

IRP Review DSA

Issue findings to racili:=!

" ..:'i-rable4-4 Col1~id~rations for aillRP,:Ii.eVi~
"

,- .": : ' _.' . ',-' .,'" -'. '. - . ." ; - ' -', ": ,.'), ~ '. ~>' . :~>
.'

I. An alternative methodology or deviations from the assumptions/conditions of DOE·
STD-3009 Appendix A were used for calculating the unmitigated doses of accident
scenarios for comparison to the 25 rem EG.

2. The bounding unmitigated dose for an accident scenario that credits confinement
challenges or exceeds the EG and depends on a passive confinement strategy.

Giver: the two considerations identified in Table 4-4, the IRP will detennine if the
facility requires a separate review. It is anticipated that those facilities with
unmitigated consequences that challenge or exceed the EO, assume a LPF<I, and
have a passive safety strategy are likely candidates for a separate review. It is
also anticipated that those facilities with unmitigated consequences that challenge
or exceed the EO, assume LPF=I, and have a passive safety strategy, will be
requested to justify this situation to the IRP as part of determining if a separate
review is needed. It is anticipated that this can be accomplished via telephone
conferences with appropriate site office and facility personnel. Finally, the IRP
may identify additional facilities that are requested to justify assumptions made in
the DSA as summarized in Table 4-3. The IRP will prepare a listing of those
facilities that require a separate review in parallel to the system evaluation
discussed in section 5.1.

If a separate facility review is necessary, it will be completed by the IRP. The
IRP will review the DSA in question to ensure that the Secretary's expectation
that active building ventilation confinement systems are nonnally selected as the
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preferred confinement strategy when a building confinement safety function is
needed to provide adequate protection to the public or collocated workers.

The IRP will document the results of its review in a report that will be attached to
the system evaluation report. The report will summarize the basis for conclusions
reached, and will include recommendations, as needed, with respect to potential
changes to be implemented. The potential changes will require formal evaluation
by the appropriate line manager to determine what changes are required, and how
they should be implemented.
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5. System Evaluation

The purpose of the system evaluation process is to compare a selected CVS and its
associated safety basis documents against certain generic performance criteria provided
in this g:lidance document. These performance criteria are for evaluation purposes as
part of the Department's response to Recommendation 2004-2, and are not to be
considered as new requirements. However, these performance criteria reflect important
attributes that should be considered closely in the design and construction of a new active
CVS. Each CVS is to be evaluated using the process described in this guidance
document to the appropriate safety functional classification expectations. To adequately
perform the evaluation, the CVS must be defined - the system, its boundaries, support
systems, and safety functional requirements.

.·······0.. e.••.....• ....•...
••••• Further rRP •••••

t e.
••• Review? ••••.. ..

·············r············

Assess DSA to Performance Criteria for Gaps

HC 2 SCCVS All Other HC 2 HC3
SC Criteria SS Criteria DID Criteria

To perform the evaluation, several items of input data are necessary. These include:

• The safety functional requ.irements of the CVS, as defined in the DSA

).> Specific safety functions

).> Environmental conditions (e.g., fire) under which safety functions must be
accomplished

~ Specific accident scenarios (e.g., natural phenomena event) which the safety
functions are credited

~ Support systems (e.g., electrical power) required for CVS to accomplish the
credited safety ft:nction

• ~ecessary technical basis data on SSCs

~ Current system functional drawings and design

~ Important system component perfo:mance data

~ Filter attributes (type, flow capacity)
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~ System testing and surveillance requirements

5.1 Assessing the DSA and CVS against Performance Criteria and
the Identification of Gaps

The system evaluation approach is intended to perform a functional review of the CVS.
Functional design and performance attributes are defined to provide a structured
approach to the evaluation and to address a generic set ofattributes potentially applicable
to a CVS. These attributes have been developed for safety class, safety significant, and
defense in depth applications, and are provided in Table 5-1 Ventilation System
Performance Criteria. As stated previously, these criteria are not to be considered as
minimum design criteria or new requirements, but will be utilized for the Ventilation
System Evaluation as a common point ofcomparison.

Based on a review of the completed Table 4-3 Data Collection Table, the IRP will select
the appropriate criteria (i.e., safety class, safety significant, or defense in depth) to be
utilized by the FET. The FET will then assess the DSA and system against the
performance criteria to identify gaps between the expected performance criteria in Table
5-1 and the DSA expectations for ventilation system performance.

Generally, the IRP will adhere to the considerations identified below when selecting the
performance criteria to be used. IRP considerations for selecting performance criteria are:

• Hazard category 2 nuclear facilities which challenge or exceed the EG will utilize
the SC performance criteria.

• All other hazard category 2 nuclear facilities will utilize the SS performance
criteria.

• The hazard category 3 nuclear facilities that have no active CVS will utilize the
DID performance criteria. This process will be further explained.
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The following model may be useful in understanding the types of gaps that may be
encountered. As can be seen, nOL all gaps are of equal significance. For example, an
identified gap between the Safety Basis Documents and the physical system installed
would normally be of greater concern than the other types of gaps, and could result in a
PISA.

I
I

,..-.---------10-
( Table 5-1 I-

\~c=rite=ria===~

Sa rely Basis
Documents
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EVALUATION"
CRITERIA

. SAFETY .' '.. . SAFETY. .. ..•...
CLASS: .• SIGNIFICANt·

........... ' .

DEFENSE-IN-' ':
DEPTH/OTHER

. ',.'

. ... " .. '

. ~ISCUSSION' . I REFERENCE

Ventilation System - General Criteria

Pressure differential should be
maintained between zones and
atmosphere.

Materials of construction
should be appropriate for
normal, abnormal and accident
conditions

Exhaust system should
withstand anticipated normal,
abnormal and accident system
conditions and maintain
confinement integrity.

Confinement ventilation
systems shall have appropriate
filtration to minimize release

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Page 20

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Number of zones as credited by
accident analysis to control
hazardous material release;
demonstrate by use considering
potential in-leakage

As required by accident analysis to
prevent accident release

Address: 1) Type of filter (e.g.,
HEPA, sand, sintered metal); 2)
Filter sizing (flow capacity and
pressure drop); 3) Decontamination
Factor vs. accident analysis
assumptions

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.2.9) ASHRAE
Design Guide

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.2.5)
ASME AG-l

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.4) ASHRAE
Design Guide

ASME AG-l
DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.2.1 )
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Table 5.1
," ... '. . , .". .' .

VE.NT.mATION SYSTEM PERFORl\fANCE CRITERIA

EVALUATION
CRITERIA

SAFETY
CLASS

SAFETY
SIGNlFICANT

DEFENSE-IN
DEPTH/OTHER

DISCUSSION REFERENCE

I- .L- --''-- --J- '-- '__ -----'---------1

Ventilation System -Instrumentation and Control

Provide system status Applies Applies Applies Address key information to ensure ASME AG-l
instrumentation and/or alarms system operability (e.g., system DOE-HDBK-1169

delta-P, filter pressure drop) ASHRAE Design
Guide (Section 4)

Interlock supply and exhaust Applies Applies Applies DOE-HDBK-1169
fans to prevent positive pressure ASHRAE Design
differential Guide (Section 4)

Post accident indication of filter Applies Applies Does Not Apply Instrumentation supports post- TECH-34
break-through accident planning and response;

should be considered critical
instrumentation for SC

Reliability of control system to Applies Applies Applies Address, for example, impacts of DOE-HDBK-1169
maintain confinement function potential common mode failures (2.4)
under normal, abnormal and from events that would require
accident conditions active confinement function.

Control components should fail Applies Applies Applies DOE-HDBK-1169
safe (2.4)

Resistance to Internal Events - Fire

Confinement ventilation Applies Applies Does Not Apply Required for new facilities; as DOE-HDBK-1169
systems should withstand required by the accident analysis for (10.1 )
credible fire events and be existing facilities (discretionary) DOE-STD-I 066
available to operate and Must address protection of filter
maintain confinement media.
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EYALVA'rION SAFETY'· ,SAFETY,," 'DEFENsE:IN.:,,:; ,-DISC~SS~ON
',' CRI~RIA '.:, CLASS :'SIGNIIi1CANT DE;PTHIOT:Il£R,~"

,.~" '<. '
:, ":,'"

REFERENCE

Confinement ventilation
systems should not propagate
spread of fire

Applies Applies Applies Required for new facilities; as
required by the accident analysis for
existing facilities (discretionary)
Address fITe barriers, fire dampers
arrangement

DOE-HDBK-1169
(10.1)
DOE-STD-1066

Resistance to External Events - Natural Phenomena - Seismic

Confinement ventilation
systems should safely withstand
earthquakes

Applies Applies Does Not Apply lfthe active CVS system is not
credited in a seismic accident
condition there is no need to
evaluate that performance and/or
design attribute for the confmement
ventilation system (discretionary),
Also, any seismic impact on the
confinement ventilation system
perfonnance will be based on the
current functional requirements in
the DSA. NOTE: Seismic
requirements may apply to Defense
in-Depth items indirectly for the
protection of safety SSCs,

ASME AG-I AA
DOE0420.IB
DOE-HDBK-1169
(9,2)

Confinement ventilation system
should safely withstand tornado
depressurization

Applies Applies Does Not Apply
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lfthe active CVS is not credited in a
tornado condition there is no need
to evaluate that performance and/or
design attribute for the confinement
ventilation system (discretionary).
Also, any tornado impact on the

DOE0420.IB
DOE-HDBK-1169
(9,2)
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~-

TabJe5-t; VENTILATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCECRlTERlA
-

EVALUATION SAFETY SAFETY DEFENSE-IN- DISCUSSION REFERENCE
CRITERIA CLASS SIGNIFICANT DEPTH/OTHER

confinement ventilation system
perfonnance will be based on the
current functional requirements in
the DSA.

Confinement ventilation system Applies Applies Does Not Apply If the active CVS is not credited in a DOE 0420.18
should withstand design wind wind condition there is no need to DOE-HDBK-1169
effects on system performance evaluate that performance and/or (9.2)

design attribute for the confinement
ventilation system (discretionary).
Also, any wind impact on the
confinement ventilation system
performance will be based on the
current NP analysis in the DSA.

- -
Other NP Events (e.g., flooding, precipitation)

Confinement ventilation system Applies Applies Does Not Apply If the active confinement ventilation DOE 0420.1B
should withstand other NP system is not credited for this event DOE-HDBK-1169
events considered credible in there is no need to evaluate that (9.2)
the DSA where the confinement performance and/or design attribute
ventilation system is credited for the confinement ventilation

system (discretionary). Also, any
wind impact on the confinement
ventilation system performance will
be based on the current NP analysis
in the DSA.
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EVALUATION
.CRITERIA

SAlfE'(Y
CLASS

, .. SAji'ETY
SIGNIFICANT

DEFENSE-IN-< .
DEPTH/OTHER' .

.DISCUSSION REFERENCE'
,'" :,

Administrative controls should
be established to protect
confinement ventilation systems
from barrier threatening events

Design supports the periodic
inspection & testing of filters
and housing, and tests and
inspections are conducted
periodically

Instrumentation required to
support system operability is
calibrated

Integrated system performance
testing is specified and
performed

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Applies

Range FireslDust Stonns

Does Not Apply

Testability

Applies

Applies

Does Not Apply
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Ensure appropriately thought out
response to external threat is
defmed (e.g., pre-fire plan)

Ability to test for leakage per intent
ofN51O

Credited instrumentation should
have specified
calibration/surveillance
requirements. Non-safety
instrumentation should be calibrated
as necessary to support system
functionality.

Required responses assumed in the
accident analysis must be
periodically confirmed including
any time constraints

DOE 0420.1B

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.3.8) ASME AG-l
ASME N510

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.3.8)

DOE-HDBK-1169
(2.3.8)
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'; ~ ,',. . '. '" ..' 'c •. :.- .. '

TabJe5-l' VENTILATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
..

EVALUATION SAFETY SAFETY DE.FENSE-IN- DISCUSSION REFERENCE
CRITERIA CLASS SIGNIFICANT DEPTH/OTHER

Maintenance

Filter service life program Applies Applies Applies Filter life (shelflife, service life, DOE-STD-1169 (3.1
should be established total life) expectancy should be & App C)

determined. Consider filter
environment, maximum delta-P,
radiological loading, age, and
potential chemical exposure.

Single Failure

Failure of one component Applies Does Not Apply Does Not Apply Address potential failures (example DOE 0420.IB,
(equipment or control) shaH not failures - fan, backup power supply, Facility Safety,
affect continuous operation switchgear) Chapter I, Sec.

3.b(8)

Automatic backup electrical Applies Does Not Apply Does Not Apply DOE-HDBK-1169
power shall be provided to all (2.2.7)
critical instruments and
equipment required to operate
and monitor the confinement
ventilation system

Backup electrical power shall Does Not Applies Does Not Apply NOTE: Safety Class is addressed DOE-HDBK-1169
be provided to all critical Apply through previous line. (2.2.7)
instruments and equipment
required to operate and monitor
the confinement ventilation
system
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'EVALUATION
CRITERIA ,.

I", 'SA:FtTY
CLASS

SAFETY· .
,SIGNIFICANT

. " . ",

DEFENSE4N~

DEP~.ntOTB.ER.
.DI$cUSSION

., .

REFERENCE ..
". :'j

Other Credited Functional Requirements

Address any specific functional
requirements for the
confinement ventilation system
(beyond the scope of those
above) credited in the DSA

Applies Applies Does Not Apply
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There is no illtent to perfor:n detailed design evaluations based on specific national
consensus cede and standard reqwirements o~ to reconstitute the design basis of the
system. The evaluation approach is adapted from the Energy Facility Contractors
Group's Safety System Design Adequacy, dated August 2004.

Each act~ve CVS should be compared to the ventilation system performance criteria in
Table 5-1, Ventilation System Performance Criteria. This table provides a functional and
performance list of expected design or operational attributes for a typical CVS.
Attribu:es in the table were derived from codes and standards requirements, subject
matter expert input, and other ventilation system guidance. This table is organized
around various elements of design, operation, maintenance, and testing. It is structured to
provide a graded approach between functional classifications, meaning that safety class
expectations are greater than safety significant expectations. For many of the attributes,
reference is made to relevant DOE guidance or industry standards. These documents
should be consulted, as needed. However, it LS important to emphasize that the intent of
the evaluation is not to perform a detailed comparison to applicable guides or standards,
but to ensure that the functional attribute is satisfied. As stated above, the intent is not to
reconstitute the design basis of the system.

It is poss£ble that in order to evaluate system performance, some limited system analysis
may be necessary if not available. The product of this step is the identification of gaps
between the existing systems and the attributes in the matrix. These gaps will then be
further evaluated against the safety functional requirements and for costlbenefit of
potential modifications or compensatory measures.

Based on these attributes, gaps between these expected attributes and the installed system
may be identified. These gaps reflect potential areas of improvement to the reliability
and operability of the ventilation md supporting systems. Throughout this evaluation the
SET and FET(s) must maintain consideration of any potential inadequacies in the safety
analysis that may be identified. For these issues, the facility or site unreviewed safety
question process takes precedence over this guidance document.

Assess DSA to Performance Criteria for Gaps

!---~~-~~.."t···"·"""···"·"·"··"···rt-~~~~-~

HC 2 SC CVS a All Other HC 2 ! HC 3
SC Criteria ~ SS Criteria ~ DID Criteria

...............,. .;.............. ··············.;···················r··········
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A system evaluation is required to be performed for those hazard category 3 nuclear
facilities that (1) were not excluded from consideration in accordance with the Exclusion
Reporting Process, and (2) do not have an active building CVS. The evaluation of these
nuclear facilities will require a different approach from the hazard category 2 nuclear
facilities. The fact that the facility was not excluded from consideration under
Recommendation 2004-2 and has no active CVS is an important aspect of the entire
Department response to this Recommendation. Obviously, many ifnot all of the DID
attributes will represent a potential gap since the hazard category 3 nuclear facility has no
active CVS. Therefore, the evaluation will need to assess the following:

1. A discussion of the confinement strategy described in the DSA. The discussion
should address facility and co-located workers to the extent covered by the DSA.

2. A discussion should be provided that considers the DID attributes and
corresponding benefits that would be realized if an active CVS was installed. In
other words, if the facility installed an active CVS that met that specific attribute
in Table 5-1, the evaluation should assess the risk and consequence benefit as a
result of the system. This discussion should be provided for each of the
applicable DID performance criteria.

3. Considering the benefits that could be realized with an active CVS (item 2 above),
use the costfbenefit analysis for evaluating the modification, or other alternatives.

The IRP will select the appropriate column (safety class or safety significant) for hazard
category 2 facilities. The ventilation system evaluation may identify gaps for one or
more ofthe attributes listed in Table 5-1. As discussed in Section 5.2 Gap Evaluation
and Corrective Actions, resolution of these gaps may be either mandatory or
discretionary (i.e., subject to cost-effectiveness consideration). Those gaps that can be
considered as discretionary are identified in the discussion column ofTable 5.1, and are
those where the active confinement ventilation system may not be credited for the
applicable event. The SET and FET should clearly identify those attributes and their
associated gaps so that subsequent review by the PSO or Core Team can focus on any
action taken to address these gaps (see section 5.2 Gap Evaluation and Corrective
Actions.
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5.2 Gap Evaluation and Corrective Actions

In performing the gap analysis, if certain attributes are obviously not applicable under
any of the accident scenarios considered ir: the DSA (identified as discretionary e.g.,
other natural phenomena events), the justification and discussion of the gap may be brief.
For new designs, all criteria should be addressed.

......
.•- -·0.0 0... ..0·- -e.

••••• Are gaps •••••

<' identified? ')...•. ........ ......... ....
-.. .0-

• "Yes

It is expected that the gaps being evaluated will vary considerably in breadth and
complexity. For example, a minor deficiency in system instrumentation is not a clear
failure of a performance c::-iterion. The expertise and judgement of the FET will be an
important factor when differentiating between (I) required system modifications or other
upgrades, and (2) system enhancements. The evaluation report will clearly identify and
provide a basis for these determinations and should clearly identify those attributes from
Table 5-1 that were considered mandatory.

The ove::-all focus of the DSA Da~ Collection Table is in documenting the credited safety
functions for the confinement system from the DSA. The Data Collection Table, or a
supplemental table, may identify other functional attributes for the ventilation system that
are not directly credited in the DSA.

When the FET determines that the system fails to satisfy a mandatory performance
criterion, then corrective action is required. Modifications to address these gaps must
be imp[emented and are not candidates for costlbenefit considerations, except for
cost-effectiveness purposes when evaluating various modification options and
alternatives.

The team will likely identify some issues that do not necessarily represent gaps with the
system but are worthy of identifying to the facility for improving reliability or operability
of the ventilation or support systems. These n:ay result from reviews of past system
operability studies, occurrence reports, and assessments. These observations should be
collected during the evaluation period for later reporting. These opportunities for
improvement may be associated with personnel training material, system procedures, etc.
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5.3 Identify Modifications and Upgrades

Given that a gap has been identified, the facility must detennine an appropriate upgrade
evaluation to address it. Pennanent physical modifications to systems are favored over
programmatic controls, and in some cases a combination of both may be necessary. For
physical modifications, the FET should provide detailed infonnation of the actions
necessary to resolve the gap. Where alternatives and other options exist, they should be
fully described. For example, upgrading a filter to a higher quality capable of
withstanding higher temperatures during certain accident conditions may be an
alternative to installing other CVS components.

In some situations the corrective action to an identified gap may not require a physical
modification. For example, it may be determined that certain instrumentation important
for assuring operability is not being calibrated or the calibration is not fully effective (see
Table 5-1). In this situation the proposed upgrade may be many combination of actions,
such as the following:

• Ensure proper calibration is attained using the correct test equipment.

• Include the instrument in the site's instrument calibration program at the
appropriate frequency.

• Revise associated calibration procedures.

• Train maintenance personnel in the proper technique/process for calibration.

• Institute a broader review ofother safety-related systems for an "extent-of
condition" review.

As noted above, the system evaluation may also result in recommended changes to
procedures, training, or other administrative actions. For example, it may be determined
that improvements are needed in the content of ventilation system surveillance
procedures, such as acceptance criteria and scope of testing. Again, the evaluation will
fully describe these upgrades and, if necessary, identify implementation schedules and
verification assessments.

The important point to be noted here is that the FET needs to fully evaluate and
specifically describe those actions necessary to resolve the gap. Personnel reviewing the
evaluation should have a clear understanding from the report of the extent of the actions
necessary to resolve each gap. Required changes to procedures, training material, etc.
should be as specific as necessary to adequately communicate to others the required
disposition.

Upgrades associated with gaps between safety significant or safety class
performance criteria as identified in the applicablle DSA and actual system
functionality must be implemented. They are not candidates for application of the
cost/benefit process, except for cost-effectiveness purposes when evaluating various
modification options and alternatives.
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CostIBenefit Analysis

• Evaluate options and
alternatives

• Document in report

i 1
Identify Modifications and Upgrades

• Document results

• PSO/CTA agreement

• Exceptions/alternatives/
compensatory measures
addressed in report

..........................
L~.~~.~~~~~~~~~.~ ..

Application of the cost/benefit process for certain upgrades ensure limited resources are
appropriately applied to those improvements that will yield the greatest improvement in
the overall risk profile. The Recommendation 2004-2 Core Team and working groups
developed a process, described in section 6 Determining Cost/Benefit for
Recommendation 2004-2 Implementation, for performing this analysis. Other
cost/benefit processes may exist and can be utilized at the discretion of the SET.

Upgrades and n:odifications to the ventilation and support systems should utilize existing
site processes, such as backfit process, if they exist. The Ventilation System Evaluation
will fully describe the implementation plan and any compensatory measures identified
and established ::>rior to full implementation of the modification. Summary level
schedules for all upgrades should be included in the evaluation report.

5.4 Finalize Report

The facility evaluation and supporting attachments will be prepared in accordance with
the format provided in this guidance document. The evaluation will include technical
details of all recommended upgrades to equipment and programs and SSC functional
classification analysis and changes. The appropriate site or field office will review and
approve each Ventilation System Evaluation. The report should be forwarded to the
z.ppropriate CTA and PSO for review and concurrence.

5.5 Evaluation Report Format and Content

The evaluation report should include as a minimum the following sections. Personnel
should attempt to restrict report content to support a classification of less than
unclassified controlled nuclear information.

Cover and Title Page

[DOE Site]

[Facility Name]
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Ventilation System Evaluation

[Revision and Date]

Review and Approval Page

Includes signatures of the Site Lead and Facility Evaluation Team
DOE Field or Site Office Manager

Table of Contents

List of Figures

List of Tables

Definitions

Define important facility-specific tenns, conditions, or modes helpful for
understanding the evaluation.

Abbreviations and Acronyms

Executive Summary

The Executive Summary provides an overview of the facility ventilation
system evaluation, presenting infonnation to establish a top-level
understanding of the results. It summarizes the significant findings (e.g.,
gaps, functional classification or leak path factor issues), major upgrades
proposed, and any potential inadequacies in the safety basis identified
during the evaluation and the outcome.

1. Introduction

This section provides background infonnation regarding the facility and
the ventilation confinement system(s) in place as they apply to the
Recommendation 2004-2 Implementation Plan.

1.1 Facility Overview

Provide a general overview of the facility and mission, including
hazard categorization (I to 2 paragraphs).

1.2 Confinement Ventilation System/Strategy

Briefly describe the ventilation and supporting systems being
evaluated. Provides a summary of system operation, location, age,
availability of design infonnation, past and proposed
modifications, and other pertinent infonnation. Summarize the
conditions and scenarios from the DSA for which the confinement
ventilation system is associated (2 to 3 paragraphs).
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1.3 Major Modifications

For facilities undergoing major modification, fully describe the
facility modifications and anticipated mission change(s), ifany,
associated wi~h the modification (1 to 2 paragraphs).

2. Functional Classification Assessment

Discuss the appropriateness of the functional classification ofthe
ventilation and supporting systems.

2.1 Existing Classification

The evaluation will identify the existing classification of SSCs
pertaining to the ventilation and support systems.

2.2 Evaluation

Disc:Jss the process and results of the evaluation of the functional
classification of the ventilation and supporting systems.

2.3 Summary

Summarize the results of the evaluation of functional
classifications.

3. System Evaluation

This section will fully describe the approach, findings, and other pertinent
information relating to the evaluation of the confinement ventilation
system.

3.1 Identification of Gaps

Describe in this section the evaluation of the confinement
ventilation system against the ventilation system performance
criteria. Identify the performance criteria (e.g., safety class, safety
significant, or DID) selected by the IRP for evaluation. Identify
those attributes that were considered as mandatory by the SET and
FET.

3.2 Gap Evaluation

Describe in this section the evaluation performed on the identified
gaps. If the evz.luation resulted in a PISA, then a discussion of the
actions taken and results must be included.

3.3 Modifications and Upgrades

For each of the identified gaps describe the modification or
upgrade reqt:ired for issue resolution. Provide the justification to
fully explain the proposed actions to be taken. Include summary
level schedules for physical modifications, as well as
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programmatic upgrades. When the cost/benefit process has been
utilized, even when evaluating the cost-effectiveness of
modification options and alternatives, an adequate description is
required. The description should provide sufficient detail such that
others reading the evaluation can understand the methodology,
rationale, and basis for judgment.

Discuss any deficiencies or observations identified by the team that
do not necessarily represent gaps between the perfonnance criteria
and the system functionality but indicate areas where
improvements can be made. These areas for improvement could
be related to physical layout, training material, procedures, etc. and
should be included at the end of this section.

4. Conclusion

Summarize the results of the ventilation system evaluation, significant
findings, and proposed corrective actions.

References

Attachments

Include the following:

• Facility Evaluation Team composition and biographical sketches

• Data Collection Table (Table 4-3) and supporting attachments

• Summary schedules for implementing upgrades

• Completed supporting evaluations (e.g., PISA) and documentation
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6. Determining Cost/Benefit for Recommendation 2004·2
Implementation

6.1 Introduction

This discussion provides a cost-benefit evaluation method to help prioritize how the
workable list of generic ve:1tilation system performance and/or design expectations
should be applied during system evaluations. It also provides focus on those cost
effective modifications to the active confinement ventilation system that are most likely
to impwve overall facility :isk. It can be used to guide selection among alternative
approaches. It can also be applied to other upgrades permitted to be collectively
evaluated to select those which warrant implementation based on the contribution to
facility safety.

The strategy will be to focl.:.s on semi-quantitative evaluation of public and onsite (co
located) worker impacts ofproposed modifications based on the risks of facility operation
as characterized in the approved DSA. The process will provide an index of the public
and onsite worker safety benefit expressed as an expected fraction of the applicable
public evaluation guideline (or a comparable guideline for the onsite worker) averted
based on the modification. The index will be supplemented with qualitative evaluation of
other pertinent benefit considerations. Recommendations will consider total benefit
relative to the net cost of implementing each proposed modification.

The above strategy was selected at the workshop in October after consideration of a
broad range of options for the cost-benefit evaluation specified in the DOE 2004-2 IP.
Some of the perspectives from the workshop are discussed in this section to guide
implementation of the model that was adopted.

To obtain a benefit score that can be converted to a dollar value, it is necessary to
estimate the total dose averted by integrating over the population at risk. Participants at
the workshop judged that the effort required to include the population at-risk with the
DSA accident consequences was not warranted for this application. Participants noted
:hat both the frequency and consequence information portrayed in the DSA are often the
result of qualitative judgments; these judgments are sufficient to guide the control
selection purpose of the hazards and accident analyses and similar judgments should
suffice for cost-benefit determinat:on and the selection of modifications for
implementation.

The proposed :nodel is therefore a simplification of this quantitative model, retaining
only those elements needed to differentiate an:ong modifications. Averted doses
expressed as a fraction of the evaluation guideline dose and the probability of those dose
savings are included recognizing that the value of averting a potential dose does depend
on its likelihood2

•

2 The established DOE control selection methodology expects high consequence doses to be averted even
for lower frequency credible events and the proposed methodology includes provisions to be consistent
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The Board's Recommendation reflected a conclusion that passive confinement is not as
effective as an active confmement safety function (i.e., one relying upon safety
significant or safety class forced ventilation through a high efficiency particulate air
[HEPA] filter system) in some postulated accident scenarios. Potential modifications are
expected to enhance active confinement ventilation systems whether designated as safety
systems or not, perhaps upgrading weak-link components, adding redundancy, providing
back-up electrical power, or enhancing natural phenomena resistance. In some instances,
potential upgrades in the governing standards for an active CVS will need to be expressed
as tangible performance impacts (e.g., reduced failure frequency). In a few instances,
upgrades may also address known weaknesses in passive confinement systems (e.g., door
seals, passive HEPA filtration pathways at the facility boundary) or reduce the hazard
level in the postulated accident scenarios ofconcern (e.g., reduce batch process sizes and
thus potential material at risk (MAR), eliminate certain fire or explosion risks). Such
modifications would only be considered if removing or partially removing a current
mission from a facility appeared more practical than upgrading the corresponding active
CVS. Similarly, in some instances, Administrative Controls may prove effective in
preventing or mitigating the postulated accidents of concern sufficiently to obviate
otherwise complex active CVS modifications.

The chosen model for cost benefit must be sufficient to discriminate among options such
as these, identifying those that are most effective in meeting the Department's objectives
relative to their costs of implementation. Responsibility for selection of upgrades is
assigned to PSOs in conjunction with the established CTA.

Cost-benefit evaluation will focus on the selection of proposed modifications that are
alternative means of closing an identified gap and also on the selection of additional
modifications that are cost-effective. Its use for both purposes will serve to calibrate the
model for those other projects that may also be considered in the same facilities.

6.2 Cost-Benefit Methodology

The overall approach for Recommendation 2004-2 IP is to evaluate active CVS against
generic ventilation system performance criteria to determine if there are "gaps" in
implementation at specific facilities. Modifications will be developed by the assessment
teams to address any such gaps. These modifications are the input to the cost-benefit
evaluation process that includes the following key elements:

1. Establishing a cost-benefit evaluation team structured to make the judgments
required for implementing the model. Participation on the -team by someone
familiar with the DSA analysis and by one or more others familiar with the
facility design and its operations is important from this perspective.
Representation by a member of the SET or FET would serve to ensure

with this practice. Probability cannot be ignored, however, as proposed modifications are expected to
enhance reliability and their benefit can only be captured by including their impact on release probability_
While doses are normalized to a fraction of the evaluation guideline to facilitate combining public and
onsite worker benefits, to be consistent with the Board Recommendation 2004-2 Implementation Plan, the
EG is not used as a design acceptance criterion in the modification selection process.
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understanding of their findings. Required judgments should be made at team
meetings based on discussions with backup personnel available to address
questions that may come up.

2. Receive proposed modifications driven by the active CVS evaluation and ensure
understanding of the underlying ventilation system performance criteria gaps and
of the safety objective of each modification as it relates to the likelihood or
consequences of a radiological release during accidents presented in the facility
DSA. Performance uncertainties important to the proposed modifications should
be clarified.

3. Detennine DSA accidents that would be impacted by each proposed modification.
Generally, as documented in the Data Collection Table, bounding and
representative accidents it: the DSA (typically DSA Section 3.4) will suffice to
characterize the potential public safety benefits. These accidents will also suffice
for onsite workers in some DSAs, while in others; the evaluated worker safety
benefits will be presented in the hazards analysis instead (typically DSA Section
3.3). Either source may be used, but the accidents are generally a smaller and
:nore specific set and thus are preferred when they afford sufficient detail to
support benefit quantification.

4. Develop the benefit "score" for each proposed modification applying the scoring
guidelines below (section 6.2.1) to estimate the accident frequency and
consequence impacts. Note that most DSAs do not explicitly address potential
failures of credited preventive or mitigative controls, but such failures are judged
to be irr:plicitly enveloped by the DSAs via the control selection process3

• That
process determines whether single or multiple controls are needed. Further, the
design requirements of the selected safety SSCs are then established in DSA
Chapter 4 and approved with the DSA. Thus, the DSA is considered to have
accepted the failure potential of the approved SSC design. Modifications
affecting multiple accidents will have a total benefit score based on the sum of
benefits for each affected accident. A spreadsheet will facilitate scoring.

5. Evaluate the net cost impact of each p:-oposed modification applying the cost
guidelines below (section 6.2.2).

6. Evaluate other pertinent benefit factors applying the qualitative benefit guidelines
below (section 6.2.3) to ensure their consideration in the modification selection
process.

7. Assemble the cost-benefit information and present it in a format that will facilitate
decision-making considering the presentation guidelines below (section 6.3). In
preparing the presentation, compare the various modification rankings to ensure

J Thus, potential ventilation failures consistent with the DSA described active CVS design do not pose
PISA conditions even though the failure scenarios were not specificalIy included in the hazards and
accident analysis.
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their relative scores are consistent (i.e., apply the sanity checking guidelines
provided).

6.2.1 Scoring Guidelines

The principal concern underlying the Board Recommendation 2004-2 is the impact of
active confinement ventilation on safety and therefore this is the primary benefit
attribute ofconcern in developing a semi-quantitative cost-benefit model. Safety
benefit scoring discussed in this section is thus the core of the cost-benefit evaluation.
The proposed model is "semi-quantitative" in that the inputs can be estimated if they
are not calculated in the DSA. These estimates will be judgments formed without
calculation. An "informed qualitative approach" is preferred to reduce the scatter that
otherwise results when individual's exercise uncalibratedjudgment (e.g., use of
scales labeled high, medium, low without calibration). The scoring section of this
guide provides estimation techniques that may be used to calibrate such judgments at
those DOE sites where DSAs afford little quantitative information.

As noted in the introduction, this model normalizes the potential dose to the public or
onsite worker by dividing by the evaluation guideline. This EG based on DOE-STD
3009 is 25 rem for the public. Considering the precedent of the Office of
Environmental Management's Nuclear Safety Risk Ranking and Control Selection
Guidelines, which have been adopted into DOE-STD-1120-2005, a guideline of 100
rem at 100 meters is applied for significant consequences to an onsite receptor. The
use of somewhat different normalization for the two potential receptors is judged
appropriate given differences between workers and the public based on informed risk
acceptance and training.

The expected dose to either receptor for a baseline accident is a function of four
accident parameters that will drive the model:

I. Unmitigated dose (i.e., consequences) for the accident expressed in rem
CEDE to the target receptor.

2. Probability of the accident occurring expressed as a fraction per year (e.g.,
an event in the unlikely bin has a probability of 10-2 to 10-4 with the 10-3

midpoint assumed absent more specific information). Credited preventive
controls, if any are included in this probability without consideration of
their failure potential (effectively they are assumed to be reliable).4

3. Mitigation efficiency for those mitigative controls that are credited in the
baseline DSA expressed as a fraction (i.e., the ratio of unmitigated dose to
mitigated dose if available, or 10-3 for a HEPA filter with credited
efficiency of99.9%).

4 The equation which is used here can be modified to reflect the failure of preventive controls as well
should that prove necessary to score the impact of a specific proposed modification accurately; to limit
mathematical complexity, the model assumes that will not be necessary.
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4. Probability of mitigation failure for those mitigative controls that are
credited in the baseline DSA expressed as a fraction. The base failure rate
is effectively reduced for continuously operating monitored systems
whose n:ndom failure is likely to be detected and corrected while no
accident is occurring; in these cases a net failure rate is used.

The expected consequence for a receptor is based on expected dose normalized by the
applicab:e evaluation guideline, for each accident as given by the following equation
employing these parameters:

Where:

~ EC is the expected consequence index (expressed as expected EG dose
averted)

~ UD is the unmitigated dose

~ EG is the evaluation guideline

~ ?EV is the event prohability

~ PMF is the probability of mitigation failure (i.e., net failure rate)

~ MEFF is the mitigation efficier..cy

The first term in the { } brackets (i.e., PMF) captures the expected dose when
mitigation fails and the unmitigated dose is the consequence to the receptor, while
the second longer term captures the expected mitigated dose when mitigation
performs as expected as it does most of the time. Typically the first term will
dominate the risk, but both are needed to encompass a broad range ofpossible
:nodifications with different objectives.

The basic model will quantify this equation for each baseline accident affected by
the modification md for the effects of the modification. The scoring then takes
the difference between the sum over all affected accidents for each condition (i.e.,
baseline, modific2.tion) to derive the expected benefit. This will be done for both
the pubiic and the onsite worker. .

'::'hat is: EB (expected benefit) = LEC baseline - LEC modification

This quantification process is summarized in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1: Guidelines for Overall Model Quantification

Active CVS modifications will not affect
the event probability and the baseline value
will apply. Modify the DSA value only if
the proposed modification is one intended to
affect the event probability (e.g., the
modification involves the addition of
combustible controls to reduce fire risk).
This term will normally be unaffected by
modifications but, like the unmitigated dose,
is needed to get the right expected
consequences.

Most active CVS modifications will not
affect the unmitigated dose and the baseline
value will apply. If there are other
modifications considered that reduce the
available MAR, for example, these
modifications would reduce the dose in
proportion to the MAR reduction. This term
will normally be unaffected by
modifications but is needed to get the right
expected consequences.

Use the value from the DSA if the accident is
analyzed at a specific frequency; otherwise have the
team estimate a value from the description in the
hazard or accident analysis considering the assigned
frequency bin and the description (e.g., use the low
end ofbin if that is stated, otherwise use the bin
median: 10-1 for anticipated, 10-3 for unlikely, and
10-5 for extremely unlikely). The mitigated
frequency should be used where credited preventive
controls are not affected by a proposed modification
(e.g., criticality frequency is reduced by double
contingency provisions; fire frequency is reduced
by combustible control).

"',;;;~!J~~i~]~~~j~~~~~'
Use the value from the DSA if the accident is
analyzed; otherwise estimate a value from the
description in the hazard analysis (e.g., "above EO"
is - twice EO while "well above" implies a factor
of 5-1 0). Results for onsite workers can be scaled
from public doses using the established ratio of
overall dispersion for the two receptors. If the UD
value is <-10% of the EG, drop the accident from
consideration as such a dose is too low to drive a
modification decision.

uP>
Unrmtigated
Dose·

, -: i.:~ t:~~+~\ .:. ,-,
PEY~',,' ..',; .",',' "'f~;; :.. ,~:')

Pr~b~bmty
otev.~nt

,i r,".
-' ~. ,;

Probibllity
of mitigation

. failure

Specific data from detailed modeling should be
used if available; if not the generic guidelines in
Table 6-2 may be used as a starting point. When
the generic guidelines are used, discuss the specific
system design to determine adjustments that may be
appropriate. For example, a CVS with components
vulnerable to failure in the postulated event (e.g.,
fire) may warrant a higher probability offailure.

Consider the valuations in Table 6-2 and
interpolate for modifications that do not
produce a complete order of magnitude
change (e.g., a safety significant system
upgraded with a few safety class features
judged to have limited reliability impact
might increase to 2 x 10-2

; see Table 6-4 for
additional perspective on reliability impacts
of possible modifications). Discuss the
specific modification design to determine
further adjustments that may be appropriate
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Accident', .....

Para~eter

Ba.seUrieQuantification
• ' '" '>

~ :....-'..
ModifieationQu8ntification

A modification providing a credited evs
safety significant system where previously
there was none should afford a mitigation
efficiency on the order of 10'3. Values may
be determined based on analogy to similar
equipment at other facilities on the site. The
addition ofan additional bank of HEPA
filters would also lower the mitigation
efficiency although the benefit of a second
bank is somewhat less than that of the flfst
bank.

The mitigation efficiency of credited evs should
be defmed in the DSA (e.g., ratio of mitigated dose
to unmitigated dose) or Il'.ay be governed by LeOs
(e.g.,.HEPA efficiency for safety active eVS). For
uncredited active evs, an efficiency could be
estimated if necessary at a level perhaps lower than
that typically achieved by safety systems (e.g., use
-0.1). If the credited mitigation is provided by
passive Leak Path Factors, see discussion below
and Table 6-3.

Mitigatjon
efficiency

\
!- -..J~ '__ _'

Table 6-2A: Guidelines for Determining Probability of Mitigation Failure

. l\.fitiga#()D .Systertlr, ·c··•. 'Base.Falluk-e,;;
'·'",';~Ty.~¢ '. ·'Ratel

,7,.\'

~~Ii9Jt,uo~:pp~~~ti~I1/<;\,:.~e,tfailure ,Rate' .
., EffectivelyMonlfored!:·»·· '.'~. ," .: ...

, ... .: '>'" ' ;. .

Non-Safety 10,1 No 10.1

Yes 10,2

Safety Significant 10,2 No

Yes 10'3

Sufety Class 10,3 No

Yes 10-4

Table 6-2A Notes

I. These values are generic approximations and should be replaced with calculated values when
available or modified based on specific system considerations known to apply (See also Table 6-28).

2. "Yes" can be assumed for a ventilation system when these conditions are met: (1) the active evs
operates continuously; (2) the active evs is monitored sufficiently to ensure that failures are promptly
detected (e.g., alarms provided); (3) accidents are infrequent and actions are taken to reduce their
probability significantly during detected active evs failures (e.g., hazardous operations suspended).
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Table 6-28: Guidelines for Determining Probability of Mitigation Failure

Active Mechanica1lElectrical Engineered Safety
Features without redundant design (e.g., single unit
diesel generator, flre suppression system)

Active MechanicallElectrical Engineered Safety
Features with redundant and/or independent design
features

Passive sse

_10-2

_10-3

In applying the methodology summarized in the above Tables, care must be taken to
ensure that the proposed modification is represented as intended in the quantification
process. An active CVS modification focused on the reliability of the existing
system, for example, should affect only the probability of mitigation failure in Table
6-1 (the other three parameters should not be changed). A modification focused on
improving the HEPA filtration efficiency on the other hand would affect only the
mitigation efficiency parameter. A modification upgrading a non-safety system to a
safety-significant CVS system would be expected to affect both the mitigation failure
probability and the mitigation efficiency favorably, but still not to change the
unmitigated dose or the event frequency. Appendix A Examples ofCost-Benefit
Scoring provides some examples to illustrate the scoring process.

In the DOE 2004-2 IP, a preference is expressed for a safety active CVS over reliance
upon passive leak path factors as the primary means ofmitigating postulated internal
radiological releases. One way to implement such a bias is to deliberately undervalue
the effectiveness of passive systems that have been provided (i.e. put a thumb on the
scale5

) in deciding whether to proceed with proposed modifications. This approach
does not require a determination that the credited passive confinement in an existing
DSA is inadequate nor does it imply that a PISA exists. What it does do is make
proposed modifications that would add a safety active CVS more attractive to see
whether such a bias trips the balance in their favor for a specific existing facility.
DOE intends a bias for new facilities that will not depend upon cost-benefit
considerations. Table 6-3 proposes values that would implement such a bias via cost
benefit for existing facilities.

S A decision to depict the existing passive confmement as less-effective that the information supporting the
DSA would indicate is a decision to increase the attractiveness of possible active evs modifications in
deciding how to proceed.
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Table 6-3: Parameters for Existing Credit for Passive Leak Path Factors
"

, "

Parameter
,

Recommen<latioll,
" '

PMF: Probability of Passive mitigation is inherently reliable once the capability is established except for
mitigation failure uncertainties such as use of doors in an emergency or allowed cracking of concrete in an

earthquake that may have some impact. To be conservative assume a failure rate of 0.01
for credited passive confmement (see Table 6-3 Note).

; MEFF: Mitigation Assume a minimal mitigation efficiency of 0.1 unless the actual value credited in the
1 efficienl~}' DSA is larger in which case the larger value should be used (see Table 6-3 Note).

Table 6-3 Note

Use values recommended by the expert review panel, if available.

To assist in the quantification of the impact of proposed modifications on the
mitigation failure probability, Table 6-4 summarizes reliability engineering insights to
guide the impact estimation.

Table 6-4: Quantifying the Impact of a Modification

\ Modification RelblbilitY Enginee'ring insigbts,~orQu~nti~cation
' .. , , ,

Provide improved Increases potential for active CVS random failure detection and correction prior to
system status accident [might lower PMF by a factor of2 to 5 - see Table 6-2]; facilitates emergency
infollnation response which can lower un [e.g., might cut exposure time in half - effect on dose

depends on release timing].

ModifyCVS Could lower the potential for active CVS random failure as mitigation might continue
components for safe despite some failures [Le., might lower PMd or might effectively lower UD by decreasing I

failure modes the potential dose even with the active CVS shutdown.

Provide CVS interlocks Would proviGe some reduction in mitigation failure probability if positive pressure had
to preclude local been assumed to result in active CVS failure; principal impact is to protect personnel
positive pressure inside the facility (see Section 6.2.3).

Modify CVS for NPH Lowers the potential for active CVS causal failure in the chosen NPH event to a
survival negligible level [i.e., effectively sets PMF to zero for the NPH event]

Provide for periodic Increases potential for active CVS random failure detection and correction prior to
Isystem testing accident [might lower PMF by factor of2 to 5 - see Table 6-2]
~

Control REPA filter Would provide some reduction in mitigation failure probability ifHEPA failure due to
service life degradation with age had been assumed to result in active CVS failure

Modify design to Significantly lowers the potential for active CVS random failure [might lower PMF by
accommodate single factor of -1 0 - see Table 6-2]

failures of CVS

Provide backup power Similar to improved status information above
for CVS instruments

and control
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Provide backup power
forCVSfans

Significantly lowers the potential for active CYS random failure [might lower PMF by
factor of -10 - see Table 6-2]

Once the parameters have been estimated for both the baseline and post-modification
conditions for each affected scenario, a consequence score can be calculated for each
scenario and the total benefit can be determined applying the previously provided
equations. A spreadsheet is ideal for this purpose (see Appendix A).

6.2.2 Cost Guidelines

Proposed modification cost is needed to differentiate those modifications that are
most likely to be cost-effective from those that are not. Selection among competing
modifications that afford comparable benefits will often be governed by cost when
one must be chosen. Department facilities typically also have worthy alternative uses
of funds that must be weighed prior to allocating available funding to specific
proposed modifications.

Conceptually, each proposed modification would receive a rough order of magnitude
cost estimate. Costs are expected to range from -$50K to -$50M, a three order of
magnitude span. A qualitative scale considering project complexity can be
constructed over approximately the same range in lieu of cost estimates (e.g., low,
medium, or high) to provide preliminary discrimination among proposed
modifications. Quantitative cost estimates will still be necessary for any that are
selected for implementation. When a qualitative scale is used, care should be taken to
minimize the introduction of bias or noise into the evaluation. Either form ofcost
estimation should consider the following factors as well as the normal project cost
considerations (e.g., design, installation, operation, maintenance, future D&D):

• For an existing facility, the current configuration would be the baseline. An
upgrade expected to improve facility availability significantly would yield
cost savings via program efficiencies, partially offsetting its implementation
cost. Conversely, a significant adverse availability impact on mission
programs during construction would increase the net cost.

• The baseline for a proposed new facility is less evident until an adequate
safety benchmark is established. As one example of a potentially unique
consideration for a proposed new facility, reduced throughput (smaller batch
size) might be an option to enhance safety, but the resulting extended mission
should be viewed as an increase in the cost for such a modification to the
baseline design.

6.2.3 Qualitative Benefit Guidelines

Prioritization typically involves multi-attribute decision making necessitating value
judgments to reflect the tradeoffs among pairs of attributes. Elicitation of value
judgments is itself a complex undertaking not judged to be warranted for this
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application. Other considerations judged to be important can instead be indicated
with a "+" or "-" on the benefit score supported by a briefdescription of each
significant impact to ensure its qualitative consideration in ranking and sanity
checking of the results. The workshop identified the following additional attributes
as worthy of consideration when applicable:

• Defense-in Depth: Multiple barriers ~o hazardous material release are a
proven concept in safety assurar..ce resulting in a fault-tolerant and hence
more robust design. The accident scenarios that might benefit directly from
such capability are not always evident and the scoring model will tend not to
value defense-in-depth, assuming that another barrier is adequately effective.
Wnere a proposed modification is judged to significantly enhance the
defense-in-depth posture of the facility, this should be noted and explained to
ensure adequate conSIderation of this benefit attribute.

• Facility (Immediate) Worker Safety: Modifications that significantly
im?rove facility worker safety must be identified. Most CVS modifications,
for example, are expe~ted to focus upon the limitation of releases from the
facility and will be valued for their onsite worker impacts. Potential doses
within a facility cannot be calculated reliably, and, further, evacuation is
frequently effective in minimizing consequences to facility workers in any
case. There will be projects, however, that are effective in protecting facility
workers prior to evacuation and these benefits should be identified when they
are applicable. A fully zoned interior ventilation system, for example,
provides significant protection for facility workers in the event of an interior
radiological release over a system serving only primary boundaries (e.g.,
gloveboxes and/or process components).

• Environmental Protection: Controls selected to protect onsite workers and
the public typically suffice to protect the environment as well. A proposed
mod£fication with unique environ.."Uental implications should be identified for
specific consideration in the selection process (positive or negative).

• Regulatory Compliance or Public/Political Trust: Each DOE Site has
specific regulatory compliance and/or local public priorities that may be
governed by local advisory groups, state requirements, or other federal
agency requirements. A proposed modification that affects those priorities
should be identified for specific consideration in the selection process
(positive or negative). Examples include potential impacts on tribal grounds
or areas of religious significance, issues of environmental justice, applicable
compliance agreements, etc.

• Safeguards/Security: Considerations related to safeguards or security at
some DOE Sites may be significant for specific proposed modifications (e.g.,
either the modification process or subsequent utilization could create the
impact). A proposed modification with unique safeguards or security
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implications should be identified for specific consideration in the selection
process (positive or negative).

• Mission: The preferred means of reflecting mission impacts regarding
facility availability (either during modification or afterwards) is through the
net cost model. Any significant mission impacts (positive or negative) that
can not be adequately reflected in that manner should be separately
identified.

6.3 Presentation Guidelines

The above model involves many approximations and simplifications. With proper
consideration in developing the inputs, however, it should suffice to separate those
projects that afford high expected benefits from those with minimal value given their
costs. It is not accurate enough to make fine distinctions and the initial scoring could
produce a few ringers - projects that were misunderstood or otherwise mischaracterized.
The objective and the value of the model should be to provide sufficient insight into how
proposed modifications interact with the existing design and its DSA to enable the
Department to make better upgrade decisions than might have been made without it.
This section provides guidelines for testing the validity ofthe results and for displaying
them in a fashion that will enhance their decision value.

6.3.1 Checking Results for Rationality

For an initial rationality check, rank-order the proposed modifications by benefit
score and see if any appear to be out of place. If a modification expected to be
valuable earned a low score or if a modification thought to be of limited value earned
a high score, review the applicable scoring basis until the result is determined to be
correct or it is corrected. Benchmarks on the scale can help this effort to put projects
into perspective (see suggestions which follow). A similar screening based on cost
can be performed with benchmarks preferably derived from measured costs ofactual
completed modifications. Modifications can also be grouped in various ways
depending on their attributes (e.g., similar facilities, similar upgrades, etc) and their
relative benefit and cost scores can be reviewed to see ifthey appear reasonable.
Remember that the benefit scores are approximations and the cost estimates are rough
so fine shades of distinction mean little. Resolve apparent discrepancies by reviewing
the assigned scores or cost estimates and updating them ifjudged appropriate.

Appropriate benchmarks for benefit scoring include any modifications already
adopted to address Recommendation 2004-2 gaps that require action and hypothetical
projects that give some meaning to the scores. A benefit score of 1E-03, for example,
corresponds to averting a dose of one EG at the midpoint of the unlikely frequency
bin. Guidance in DOE-STD-3009 expects Technical Safety Requirement controls to
address a dose of this magnitude, so this value is a familiar decision point. In fact, it
might be used as a threshold to divide high from moderate benefit projects, ifit is
desired to use bins as part of the final selection algorithm (see Section 6.3.2).
Similarly, a benefit score of IE-5 (one EG averted at the midpoint of the extremely
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unlikely bin) or IE-6 (one EG averted at the low end of the extremely unlikely bin)
indicate scores at which implementation is less likely to be appropriate. The 1E-5
value might be an appropriate threshold to differentiate moderate and low benefits in
constructing bins.

Another reasonableness check that proved useful in the response to Board
Recommendation 94-3 at Rocky Flats was to rank-order the complete set of potential
modificat:ons by their benefit/cost score ranging from highest to lowest. Note that,
should a project end up with a negative cost score, it warrants consideration on its
own merits without regard to benefit and need not be included in the rank ordered set.
Prepare a plot ofcumulative ben.efit/cost with the projects in rank order; the plot
should show a marked trend toward diminishing returns with only those to the left of
this point most worthy of consideration (see Figure 6- ~ for an example from the
Rocky Flats Building 371 study). As a rationality check using this plot, examine
those projects on either side of the diminishing returns inflection point, verify their
rdative position, and pick a cut off for projects to be considered.

Figure 6-1: Sample Curve Showing Diminishing Returns for Sorted Projects
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6.3.2 Presentation of Results

When sanity checking is complete ad the final scoring results are judged to provide
adequate support for the decision process, the available results should be summarized
in a format that visually conveys their information to a decision-maker. The figure
above is one option. Another approach that has been used is to prepare a scatter plot
of modification projects on a two-dimensional grid showing cost on one axis and
safety benefit on the other. If benefit scores are divided into high-moderate-Iow as
suggested above, costs can be similarly divided (e.g., low ranging from $50K to
$500K, moderate ranging from $500K to $5M, high ranging from $5M to $50M).
Modification projects, if any, with high benefit and low cost would be most attractive,
while any with high cost and low benefit would be evidently not worth pursuing.

As another aid to calibrate the decision process, the model could be applied to some
decisions that had already been made such as the original decision to provide active
ventilation for some projects. The upgrades being considered could then be related to
the benefit impact of this decision, perhaps as a percentage or, preferably, on the
chosen visual display. In addition, the risk being mitigated by the proposed project
could be compared with the accepted risk of facility operation (e.g., approximated as
the sum of expected public rem times frequency for all events evaluated in the DSA).
This could be determined by assuming a perfect project that eliminated remaining risk
and determining its benefit via the adopted model. Clearly, a project addressing a
significant fraction of the outstanding risk is more valuable than one with at most a
limited impact.

To help each PSO evaluate cost-benefit results and rank/prioritize facility
modifications, other modifications being considered at the site or complex-wide can
be included for perspective. Whatever presentation method is chosen, other benefit
considerations (Section 6.2.3) can be indicated with marks (e.g., +3 or -2) or colors to
cue the applicability ofsupporting descriptive material that must be available to
convey these considerations in summary form.

The staff preparing the presentation should provide recommendations discussing the
pros and cons of their selection of the modification projects judged most worthy of
consideration for final disposition by Department decision makers.

6.3.3 Selection Process

Drawing upon the chosen presentation, infonlled decisions can be made. The
decision process should include input from the CTA and site personnel, giving global
consideration to factors other than DOE 2004-2 IP, such as competing safety
upgrades otherwise identified.

One other implementation plan requirement is that the cost benefit model be used to
help prioritize how the workable list ofgeneric ventilation system performance' and/or
design expectations should be applied during system evaluation. For the proposed
options, the model would focus attention on quantifying the expected dose impact
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(i.e., proaability and consequences) of the changes considered. Changes with an
intangible benefit (e.g., standards upgrade with no clear impact on reliability) would
be de-emphasized, while those affecting higher probability, higher consequence
accidents significantly would be prioritized.

6.4 Conclusion

Overall, the p:-oposed cost-benefit model is judged to be suitable for the types of projects
that need to be considered in carrying out the DOE 2004-2 IP and the final decision
process envisioned therein.
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7. References

The following references are provided as a convenience to the reader and list some of the
applicable regulations, directives, and guidance documents associated with the
preparation and review of Documented Safety Analyses.

Atomic Energy Act, U.S. Code: Title 42, Chapter 23, Development and Control of
Atomic Energy

10 CFR Part 830, Nuclear Safety Management

DOE 0 420.1B, Facility Safety

DOE G 420.1-1, Nonreactor Nuclear Safety Design Criteria and Explosive Safety
Criteria Guide for use with DOE 420.1 Facility Safety

DOE G 420.1-2, Guide for the Mitigation ofNatural Phenomena Hazards for DOE
Nuclear Facilities and Non-Nuclear Facilities

DOE G 421.1-2, Implementation Guidefor Use in Developing Documented Safety
Analyses to Meet Subpart B of10 CFR 830

DOE G 423.1-1, Implementation Guidefor Use in Developing Technical Safety
Requirements

DOE SEN-35-91, Nuclear Safety Policy

DOE-STD-I020-2002, Natural Phenomena Hazards Design and Evaluation Criteria for
Department ofEnergy Facilities

DOE-STD-I021-93, Natural Phenomena Hazards Performance Categorization
Guidelines for Structures, Systems, and Components

DOE-STD-I022-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Characterization Criteria

DOE-STD-I023-95, Natural Phenomena Hazards Assessment Criteria

DOE-STD-l 027-92, Hazard Categorization and Accident Analysis Techniques for
Compliance with DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports, Change Notice 1

DOE-STD-I104-96, Review and Approval ofNuclear Facility Safety Basis Documents,
Change Notice 1

DOE-STD-3009-94, Preparation Guide for u.s. DOE Nonreactor Nuclear Facility
Safety Analysis Reports, Change Notice 2

Energy Facilities Contractors Group, Safety System Design Adequacy, Submitted by
Engineering Practices Working Group, August 2004
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Appendix A

Examples of Cost-Benefit Scoring

The table below illustrates the application of the proposed model. The first example compares three proposed projects to provide
credited safety active CVS in a facility that had previously relied upon passive Leak Path Factors. A fourth case illustrates the
possible effect on the score of the bias proposed for historical reliance upon passive LPFs. The greatest benefit is achieved when a
safety-class CVS system is provided (Case 1B, EB=0.051), but essentially the same benefit can be obtained with a safety-significant
system (Case 1A, EB=0.050). A third case postulates the dedication of an existing non-safety system that achieves less than the target
reliability and effectiveness of the safety-significant CVS (Case IC, four times the mitigation failure rate, one-half the mitigation
effectiveness, -50% of the benefit). Cost data might favor Case 1C. A final case assumes that the existing passive LPF has a failure
rate of lE-04 and a mitigation efficiency of lE-3 (vs. the default bias values of lE-02 and 10%). These assumptions reduce the
benefit of adding a safety class active CVS by over two orders of magnitude (Case lD, EB=2.33E-04).

Modification No. UD PEV PMF MEFF EC UD PEV PMF MEFF EC Expected Benefit Relative

Description Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline after after after after after Benefit Rank Effectlve

mod. mod. mod. mod. mod. ness

Add 55 active lA- p 4 0.1 0.01 0.1 1.744E-3 4 0.1 1.00E-3 1.00E-3 3.198E-5 1.712E-3
CV5with

4.905E-2passive LPF in lA-fw 450 0.1 0.01 0.1 450 0.1 1.00E-3 1.00E-3 8.996E-4 4.815E-2 98.71%

D5A for
Total 4.9B6E-2 High

Anticipated fire
in facility

Add 5C active lB-p 4 0.1 0.01 0.1 1.744E-3 4 0.1 1.00E-4 5.00E-4 9.599E-6 1.734E-3
CV5with

lB-fw 4.905E-2 450 1.00E-4 5.00E-4 2.700E-4 4.878E-2passive LPF in 450 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.1 100.00%

D5A for Total 5.051E-2 High
Anticipated fire
In facility

Add reduced 1C- p 4 0.1 0.01 0.1 1.744E-3 4 0.1 4.00E-3 5.00E-2 B.60BE-4 B.832E-4
reliability 55

lC-fw 450 0.1 0.01 0.1 4.90SE-2 450 0.1 4.00E-3 S.00E-2 2.421E-2 2.484E-2 50.92%active CVS
with passive Total 2.572E-2 HighLPF in D5A for
Anticipated fire
in facility
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Modification No. UD PEV PMF MEFF EC UD PEV PMF MEFF EC Expected Benefit Relative

Description Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline after after after after after Benefit Rank Effective

mod. mod. mod. mod. mod. ness

Add SC active lO-p 4 0.1 1.00E·04 0.001 1.760E-5 4 0.1 1.00E·04 5.00E-4 9.599E-6 7.999E-6
CVSwith

4.950E-4 1.00E-04 5.00E-4 2.700E-4 2.250E-4 0.46%passive LPF in lO·fw 450 0.1 1.00E-04 0.001 450 0.1

DSAas
Total 2.330E-4 Moderateanalyzed (i.e.,

without bias)
for Anticipated
fire in facililv

As another example, consider an analyzed glovebox fire during contact waste sorting at a repackaging facility with a recently
approved DSA. The analyzed fire involves up to 25 plutonium-equivalent Curies in exposed combustible waste being handled on
trays within the glovebox. The fire as analyzed is unlikely, bounding anticipated fires involving lesser quantities ofmaterial. The
analyzed consequences to the public, without mitigation, are 0.51 while the unmitigated consequences to an onsite receptor at 100
meters are calculated to be 86 rem. A safety significant active CVS is credited for the scenario and mitigates the onsite receptor dose
by a factor of 100. The proposed cost-benefit model provides the following insights regarding possible modifications to this system:

1. The unmitigated public dose is below -10% of the EO and can be dropped from consideration (i.e., -4% unmitigated,
and 0.04% mitigated.

2. The DSA decision to require the safety significant ventilation system can be tested with the model and it earns an
Expected Benefit score of 8.6E-04 or moderate (near the high threshold of IE-03) for protection of an onsite receptor.

3. The potential benefit of upgrading the system to safety class, assuming the default values ofPMF and MEFF are
applicable, earns a low Expected Benefit score. Board Recommendation 2004-2 would not suggest making such an
upgrade in this instance and therefore this result is consistent.
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Modification No. UD PEV PMF MEFF EC UD PEV P MF MEFF EC Expected Benefit Relatlve

Description Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline after after after after aftei Benefit Rank Effectlve

mod. mod. mod. mod. mod. ness

-
Add 55 aelive 1A-p 0.51 0.001 1 0 O.OOOE+OO 0.51 0.001 1.00E-3 1.00E-3 O.OOOE+O O.OOOE+O
CV5 per D5A

1A-fw 86 0.001 1 0 8.600E-4 86 0.001 1.00E-3 1.00E-3 1.719E-6 8.583E-4for unlikely
glovebox fire in

Total 8.583E-4 Moderate
waste facilitv

MOdify 55 18- P 0.51 0.001 1.00E-03 1.00E-03 O.OOOE+OO 0.51 0.001 1.00E-4 5.00E-4 O.OOOE+O O.OOOE+O
active CV5 per

1B-fw 86 0.001 1.00E-03 1.00E-03 1.719E-06 86 0.001 1.00E-4 5.00E-4 5.160E·7 1.203E-6D5A to SC for
unlikely

Total 1.203E-6 Low
glovebox fire in
waste facility
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